Surrey Hills
Accountancy
Surrey Hills Accountancy is a firm of Chartered Accountants, providing accounting
services and business advice to small and medium-sized companies.
As a Xero Accounting Partner firm of certified advisors, we can provide you with
all the advice and strategy that you need in order to make the change to the cloud
or to ensure that you are maximising the value from your current cloud practices.

About Us

Testimonials
Ben Withinshaw
Director

Ben has been a member of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants of England and Wales since qualifiying in 2007.
His audit role was performed with Pricewaterhouse Coopers
(PwC), which involved moving to the Grand Cayman in the
Carribean.
In 2010, Ben chose to move into industry to gain insight into
commercial business and has worked within different entities
as the Finance Director.
Areas of expertise:
•
An in-depth knowledge of SME practices
•
SaaS business modelling, analysis and forecasting
•
Dependable financial information
•
Accurate and reliable accounts for banks, shareholders and stakeholders
•
Efficient management accounts
•
Expertise in company growth
•
Xero certified advisor

Meet the team

“

Best business decision I’ve made
Sam Parton - OPENPLAY LTD

Having struggled with my previous accountants and turning to them in desperate
need of advice and change, I can’t recommend Surrey Hills enough. Very professional,
always finding solutions, they just get on with things and take much of the stress
away from running a business. I can’t ask for more from our accountants.

“

Seamless transition
Nikki Hurst-Smith - HURST-SMITH CONSULTING LTD

I’ve been working with the team for a couple of months now, the transition for me
and my business was seamless, the advice provided has been excellent as has the
on-going support. Thank you.

“

Game changer
Carlo Buckley - CBDfx (NEWHERE LTD)

Working with the Surrey Hills team has been a game changer for our business. The
amount of additional value they have driven from the day-to-day side of things but
also on the reporting is exceptional. You get the varying level of experience from FD
to junior bookkeeper in one really good value service. I can’t recommend enough.

Jo Tivey

Ellie Sheridan

Angelina Curylo

Becky Ray

Financial
Controller

Financial
Accountant

Financial
Accountant

Marketing & Office
Manager

You can find more of our trust pilot reviews on our website.
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Our Services

Our Services

Management Accounts & Forecasting
Management Accounts are a vital tool for any business owner who wants to make
effective decisions using up-to-date financial information. Surrey Hills Accountancy can
help you to stay in control of your business and plan for known costs, enabling you to
make managing cash flow less stressful and more proactive.
We can help you to plan ahead by:
•
Allowing analysis of customers by revenue and longevity to enable sales growth.
•
Enhancing the cashflow of your business when considering payment terms given to
customers and received from suppliers.
•
Providing detailed analysis of costs to ensure optimisation of overheads.
•
Detailing trends to indicate where to spend your time and money.
We can work with you to agree on the best format for your management accounts, which
will provide you with the information you wish to see on a weekly, monthly or quarterly
basis.
•
We will tailor the reports to your specific business.
•
The key metrics will be monitored, and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) will be
tracked to measure how your business is performing compared with your forecast.
•
Any large variance will be highlighted in the report which can then be investigated.
Forecasting is an important step to achieving your business objectives. Data-driven
decisions and strategies will help to guide and measure your future success.
We will work with you to:
•
Produce a sensible list of variables which your future management accounts can be
measured against.
•
Stress test the variables to ensure that the initial position taken is at the correct risk
level for your given risk profile.
•
Consider historic balances and transactions when producing the forecast to assess
the metrics and the reliability of the document.
•
Provide detailed analysis and commentary indicating where the primary areas of
weakness are and what needs to be reviewed in detail on a monthly basis.
Overall, if a detailed forecast is produced followed by accurate and timely management
accounts, then your company will be on track to progress and grow. Any variances to the
forecast will be captured efficiently and can be corrected. Where there are better results
than forecast, the intelligence gained from the reason for this benefit can be repeated to
greater effect to help grow your business.
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Cashflow Forecasting
“Cash is king” as the old expression goes, but in reality, especially in the current COVID-19
climate, this has never been a more accurate statement. We will work with you to project
your cashflow statements to ensure you can run your business knowing your cashflow
needs are met. Our process will involve producing a detailed cashflow profile for the first
3 months, based on a set of pre-agreed variable criteria. The following 3-6 months will
then build on from this and will factor in other variables. Constant review and reporting
against this cashflow forecast will allow the respective future forecasted periods to be
adjusted.

Bookkeeping and Payroll
Let us handle the day-to-day numbers so you can focus on driving your business forward.
Our Bookkeeping & Payroll services include:
•
Assisting with all bookkeeping duties & production of detailed management accounts
•
Submission of your annual confirmation statement
•
Preparation of your annual statutory accounts and corporation tax returns
•
Payroll production to seamlessly feed into the management accounts and ensure all
relevant P32/P45/P60/P11D/PSA filings are made to HMRC
This allows you to feel confident that all your statutory duties are being taken care of at
HMRC.
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Our Services

FAQ

Forensic Accounting & Due Diligence

What professional certifcation do you have?

With our meticulous attention to detail, we can analyse financial discrepancies or
inaccuracies to ensure your business functions effectively.

Ben is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales, having
qualified in 2007. We also have 3 employees who are ACCA qualified or soon to be. As
a company, we are a member of ICAEW as a fully accredited Chartered Accountants
Company.

The reports we produce complement management accounts to enable you to refine your
company processes.
Examples of work performed are:
•
Detailed analysis of staff costs by department and sector.
•
Overhead analysis to ensure you optimise your business processes.
•
Review of capital requirements.
•
Substantive cashflow forecasts to support financing applications.
•
Detailed balance sheet reviews to validate the asset base of your company.
Whether you are going through a sale, a re-financing or management buy-out, ensuring
you have the correct information to hand while negotiating is essential.
We will work with you to produce reports which will cover, where appropriate:
•
Financial Information - High level summaries of the management accounts to enable
an opinion of the financial position of the company to be formed.
•
Company Information - Shareholder / Management details to show who is running
the company and who is benefiting from the results.
•
Product Information - Details on the sector in which the company operates.
•
Customer Information - This will enable the risk of the revenue of the company to be
assessed. This information can be broken down by value of the customer, lifetime of
the customer, or size of the customer, as a few examples.
•
Employee Information - Detailed information on staff which reflects the company’s
stability.
•
Intellectual Property - Financial analysis of intangible assets to quantify what IPR
there is within the company.
•
Physical Asset - A fixed asset report detailing assets within the company and their
respective age and value.
All the reports we provide will be supplied with supporting documentation and substantive
analysis to enable accurate decision making. When required, we have an audit firm on
standby who can supply efficient and accurate audit services which will fulfil your specific
requirements.

What are the benefits to outsourcing my accounts department?
There are many benefits to outsourcing your accounts department, here are a few listed
below:
•
Flexibility – The cost and workload can be flexed depending on your requirements,
which is something you can’t do with employees as an accounts function.
•
Responsive – We are quick to respond and will meet your deadlines so you can sleep
at night knowing HMRC will not be knocking on your door.
•
Cost effective – We provide a tailored service for a more cost effective rate at a more
efficient speed due to our lean and reactive set up.
•
Time saving - You won’t have to spend time hiring and training employees.

Should my business be using the ‘cloud’ accounting software?
Running your business accounts online has many advantages. As a Xero GOLD accredited
partner we can support your transition or use of the cloud. Benefits include:
•
Data about your sales or income and purchases can flow straight from your bank to
your books so you don’t spend hours transcribing them.
•
You can see your current financial position at any time including a personalised
dashboard showing key information.
•
Multi-user access makes it easy to collaborate online with your team and advisor.
•
Multi-factor authentication at log-in ensures your data is safe and secure.
•
It’s online software, so there’s nothing to install or update and all your data is backed
up automatically.

What should I look for in an accountant?
•
•
•
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Look for a Chartered Accountant with relevant expertise. Do they have clients similar
to you?
Tap into their social networks and check out their reviews - try Trust Pilot & Google
reviews.
Above all, it needs to feel right for you and your business!
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If you are looking for a new accountant or have any questions, contact us to see
how we can help you and your business.
Website: www.surreyhillsaccountancy.co.uk
Email: info@surreyhillsaccountancy.co.uk
Telephone: 01306 627 162 / 07541 644 536
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